Benefits
- Prevent unauthorized access
- Highly secure
- Tried-and-tested
- Tokenless authentication
- Operationally efficient
- Cost-effective

INSIGHTS
Today we live in a world where we are always connected, from any device, everywhere we go. With the proliferation of connected devices, the boundaries of the enterprise domain now extend beyond the corporate infrastructure. As a result of this surge in mobility, IT managers and security executives face enormous challenges to effectively secure access to company resources and Internet applications.

SECURE MOBILE ACCESS
Check Point Mobile Access is the safe and easy solution to connect to corporate applications over the Internet with your smartphone, tablet or PC. The solution provides enterprise-grade remote access via both Layer-3 VPN and SSL VPN, allowing you simple, safe and secure connectivity to your email, calendar, contacts and corporate applications.

STRONG USER AUTHENTICATION
Passlogy's core product, PassLogic, is a tokenless, one-time password authentication platform that reduces costs by creating efficiencies. The platform is highly secure and scalable and provides the means by which an enterprise can maximize the benefits of using an SSL-VPN for remote access.

JOINT SOLUTION
Check Point Mobile Access combined with PassLogic enables enterprises to secure access to Internet applications and their corporate resources. Users establish a remote access connection by connecting to a Check Point security gateway which has Mobile Access enabled. PassLogic integrates with Check Point using RADIUS to provide users with tokenless one-time passwords; using RADIUS, a standard authentication protocol, makes deployment simpler and decreases integration risks. Enterprises can combine PassLogic with their Check Point SSL VPN solution as a means to achieving two-factor authentication.

The combination of Check Point's Next Generation Security and PassLogic's Web-based authentication method maximizes the benefits of having remote access from any smart device.
ABOUT CHECK POINT
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of malware, ransomware and other types of attacks. Check Point offers a multilevel security architecture that defends enterprises’ cloud, network and mobile device held information, plus the most comprehensive and intuitive one point of control security management system. Check Point protects over 100,000 organizations of all sizes.

ABOUT PASSLOGY
Passlogy (www.passlogy.com/en/) creates and builds authentication solutions, enabling enterprises to secure access to any system from any device or location. Passlogy’s core product, PassLogic, is a tokenless one-time password authentication platform that reduces costs by creating efficiencies. PassLogic has a proven track record as a secure authentication solution - 1.17 million PassLogic licenses have been issued (confirmed: April 2019). Passlogy is committed to providing secure solutions and contributing to the development of a global information and communication infrastructure.